
Easter bunny from willow wreaths
Instructions No. 1069

You would like to tie wreaths for Easter, but also make Easter bunnies? Why
not both in one. In this handicraft instruction we show you how to make a
sweet round Easter bunny from willow wreaths and jute ribbons. This
extraordinary Easter bunny will make a great decoration for your home 

And it's that easy:

What kind of material do I need to make the Easter bunny?

For the Easter Bunny you need two wreaths of willow, one slightly larger than
the other. The larger willow wreath forms the belly of the Easter Bunny, the
smaller one the head. You will also need jute cord and Jute ribbon each in
Natural Brown and colorful ribbons to suit your taste. The ears of the rabbit
are cut out of cardboard - a template for this is attached for download 

How do I make the willow wreath Easter bunny?

Tie the two wreaths together with jute cord and fix them with hot glue. Print
out the pattern, transfer it to a cardboard and cut out the ears. Wrap the
cardboard ears with Jute ribbon and fix the ends again with hot glue. Now the
dark Jute to a large bow and the colorful ribbons bound to a slightly smaller
bow. Place the loops on the neck of the hare, i.e. where the two wreaths are
connected. Finally, glue the roses on.

Our decoration tip: In these places your Easter wreath will be an eye-
catcher

put the Easter wreath on the garden bench in front of the house
lean the Easter Bunny against your outside wall in front of the entrance
door
hang the wreath of rabbit on a ladder or stairs in the house
let the Easter Bunny work in your living room corner

Article number Article name Qty
16833 Jute ribbon "Nature 1
51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1
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